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Program to calculate Texas Holdem combinations
Part I. CombCalc Description
We present here to you a new computer program CombCalc. This program can help you to calculate your
starting hands chances against opponent starting hands range. In the second part of this article we will
describe how you may use this program to improve your skill. The program was developed by association
with “Combinatorics” post of derosnec.
http://archives1.twoplustwo.com/showflat.php?Cat=0&Number=10760165&page=40&fpart=all&vc=1.

The following screen shot is the main program window. It can look differently on your computer. There is
word “Trial” in the Main Window Title and there is “Registration” tab. It means you have trial version. Trial
version`s only limitation is inability to create own ranges. Let us use ranges from PokerStove, Equilab etc.
You will be able to create your own ranges as soon as you register.
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Pic.1-1. Main window
If this is not the most user friendly interface for you, you can adjust it to suit your needs. Use the mouse and remove
the “Output” and “Caption Bar” panes.
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Pic.1-2. The main window without “Output” and “Caption Bar” panes
You can choose suitable background color with «Background Color» button then right click “Minimize the
Ribbon” button. Please refer to pic.1-3 as your result.
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Pic.1-3. Main window without ribbon

Set background color back to white and drag Cards pane down (pic.1-4) in order to achieve comfortable
layout. Refer to pic.1-5.
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Pic.1-4. Movement of Hands pane

Pic.1-5. Both panes after adjustments
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Now let us follow the derosnec article and assume we have pair of Queens as pocket cards. This hand can be
selected by clicking
button next to “Hero” header in Hands pane. Cards pane pops up (pic.1-6) and
we can select QsQc (queen of spades and queen of clubs).

Pic.1-6. Hero pocket cards choice pane
Continue reading the article. Ad6d7h (Ace of diamons, 6 of diamonds and 7 of hearts) are flop cards. Flop,
river and turn cards are seleced in the Card pane. Please refer to pic.1-7.

Pic.1-7. The view with selected pocket and flop cards
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Now pick opponent`s card range. For example, VPIP is 20%. VPIP is Voluntarily Put Money In The Pot
Percentage. Input 20% in the text field next to Op1 and press
button.

Pic.1-8. The opponent`s range is 20% of all hands
Open a new window “Hand Range Op1”. Down we can see a slider for PFR (Preflop Raise Percentage) and
VPIP definition. In this matrix view there is number of combinations with Hero and board cards taken in
account. There are 3 suited AKs and 9 off suited AKo combinations resulting in 12 AK combinations. On
the top right we can see our equity versus opponent equity. Without considering blocking cards range
consisting of 270 combinations from all 1326 pocket cards. With considering the blocking cards 198 combs
left in the opponent range. 114 of those are winning combinations and 83 are losing ones, 1 comb is
resulting in draw. Opponent range contains 40 pairs, 68 aces, 63 suited combs and the combs by suits. In this
case only hearts can be a worry for us. There are only 20 such combs.
Let’s move to the next example from the article. Clear open cards and choose a new cards. Assume that
АсАs and QsJdJh came on flop. Let opponent have the same range as article range: 22+, А8+, К9+, Q9+,
J9+, T8+, 98, 76. Input the range with Copy and Paste. Then press button Op1
. Please refer to
pic.1-9
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Pic.1-9. AA vs range of 22+, А8+, К9+, Q9+, J9+, T8+, 98, 76
4 combs AQo and 2 combs AQs (AQ – 6 combs). KQ – 12 combs etc. Remove combs that opponent
supposedly folds on flop. Remove 22-88, А8, А9. Please refer to pic.1-10
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Pic.1-10. AA versus range 22+, А8+, К9+, Q9+, J9+, T8+, 98, 76 after Hero bet on the flop
156 combs are winning, 38 combs are losing. Same result as in the article!
Now let`s consider second opponent. Let`s suppose he has 10% range and press Op2
Hand Range Ор2 tab to the right. Please refer to pic.1-11

button and drag
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Pic.1-11. Two ranges
All settings are saved for next start of the program. And you need install Microsoft Visual C++ 2010
Redistributable Package
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=5555
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Part II. Hand Evaluations
Let’s have a look at CombCalc as a tool for improving your poker skill. Well, you have pocket pair of aces
and pair of jacks comes on board. It is cash hand play analysis for NL10 on the 6-max table.
Table: Circleville [282451653] (NO_LIMIT TEXAS_HOLDEM $0.05/$0.10, Real money)
The Official ProPokerPro Hand Converter
5 players (stacks):
SB: da-CurL ($6.74)
BB: Kid Elviss ($9.36)
MP: Stahleck ($14.05)
Hero (CO): NikNukPro ($5.57)
BTN: pablopro68pl ($6.65)
Blinds: $0.05/$0.1
Pre-flop: ($0.15, 5 players) NikNukPro is CO: A , A
Stahleck folds, NikNukPro raises to $0.3, 2 folds, Kid Elviss calls $0.2

Pic.2-1. Opponent range
The opponent range Pic.2-1 is taken from well-known Holdem Manager. VPIP/PFR are 20/5.
Range with combs will be represented after flop with blocked cards. The blocked cards are Hero hand cards
and board cards. This cards we need exclude from the range. The blocked cards commonly referred to as
dead cards.
Flop: 4 , J , J ($0.65, 2 players)
Kid Elviss checks, NikNukPro bets $0.35, Kid Elviss calls $0.35
The primitive playing line would be to make a big bet or play all-in. In the pic.2-2 we can see the opponent
range. It consists of 138 combs with +109 – 29 =0 (+win -lose =draw).
We lose 29 combs: KJs(2),QJs(2),JTs(2),J9s(2),AJo(3),KJo(6),QJo(6),JTo(6).
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Pic.2-2. Opponent range considering the dead cards
Let’s think why opponent calls rather than folds. He might have one of 29 winning combs. Then he may
have flush draw (only spades) and two over cards AQ, KQ and pairs 66,77 and 88.
Let’s assume that only spades in suited combs without jacks are left. For example right-click ATs so that
window suits selection on the right pic. 2-3.
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Pic.2-3. Suit selection for A9s
In the suit selection window choose spade-spade only. Then repeat this operation for ATs, A8s, A7s, A6s,
A5s, A4s. For A4s only diamond-diamond combs and then remove them. We don’t touch KJs and continue
with KTs,K9s,K8s,QTs,Q9s,T9s. We remove ATo,KTo,QTo,A9o from the range.
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Pic.2-4. We choose call cards opponent
We press Op1

button. Please refer to pic.2-5 (+48 -29 =0)
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Pic.2-5. The range before turn

Turn: K ($1.35, 2 players)
Kid Elviss checks, NikNukPro checks
We choose Kh in Cards pane and press Op1

button (pic.2-6).

We lose 3 winning combs KQo and 2 losing combs KJo. The result is +45 -27 =0.
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Pic.2-6. The range after turn

River: 3 ($1.35, 2 players)
Kid Elviss bets $1.35
3h is not in range. Opponent makes bet of the bank size. Bluff, perhaps? Unlikely. The opponent statistics
say us that he is TAG (cautious, plays by cards). Let’s remove AQ, 66,77,88 and all draw combinations
from the range. The final range is shown on pic.2-7.
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Pic.2-7. The range after opponent bet on the river
We see +12 -27 =0.
We lose 12:27, chance of the bank 1:2. 12/39 < 1/3! Fold is the right option now!
NikNukPro calls $1.35
It is a mistake! Combinatory may have saved me 13.5 bb (big blinds). That's what a good combinations as
opposed to equity. They can be counted!
Bank is 27 bb (big blinds).
Final Pot: $4.05
Results follows:
Kid Elviss ($11.14), net: +$1.78, [Kc, Jc] (FULL_HOUSE JACK, KING)
Main pot: $4.05 won by Kid Elviss ($3.78)
Table: Circleville [282451653] (NO_LIMIT TEXAS_HOLDEM $0.05/$0.10, Real money)
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What mistakes do I see in my play? I had AA and made a weak raise of 3bb. I was afraid that all of my
opponents would have folded and my aces would have not collected any money. Not lucky enough? Could
be. Understanding of ranges could have saved my stack at least partially. So you may improve your game
analyzing your hands with CombCalc!
Usefull references
http://www.thepokerbank.com/strategy/mathematics/hand-combinations/
http://archives1.twoplustwo.com/showflat.php?Cat=0&Number=10760165&page=40&fpart=all&vc=1
http://archives1.twoplustwo.com/showflat.php?Cat=0&Board=ssplnlpoker&Number=10376330&Searchpage=1&Ma
in=10376330&Words=%2Bmath%20-re%3A&topic=&Search=true#Post10
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Part III. Registration and creation of own ranges
To register, please follow these steps:
1) Transfer can be reached from button Donate on site or from the method on page Register CombCalc
(by link http://www.newpokersoft.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=22&Itemid=0)
on site.
2) Start CombCalc and go to "Registration" in its ribbon to fill in registration form. Your license
request file will be created.
3) Mail that file to newpokersoft@gmail.com
You will receive your license file and you need to place this file to the same folder with
CombCalc.exe
Let us consider step 2). Run the program and start registration. Press Registration.

Pic.3-1. Request License
Press RequestLicense and fill out the registration form
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Pic.3-2. Registration form
Fill out the registration form on www.newpokersoft.com. We strongly recommend registering on the site.
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Pic.3-3. Filled in form
Press Create Request File button and then save RequestLicenseForCombCalcToPeter.bin file (don’t change
the name). Dialog pic.3-4 will appear on your screen.

Pic.3-4. File saved successfully
Click OK and exit program. Email the file to newpokersoft@gmail.com. You will receive an email with
LicenseForCombCalc.lic file. Copy the file to the folder with CombCalc.exe. That is all! You have License.
Run the program, it should look like pic.3-5
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Pic.3-5. Run full version
Place Tree pane in suitable location, for example on the left. Stretch it on the right side to see its content
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Pic.3-6. Main window
In Tree pane we see tree of ranges. There are familiar Equilab ranges. I prefer ProPokerPro ranges
%
0.9%
3%
3.8%
4.7%
5.9%
7.1%
8.4%
10%
12.2%
14.3%
16%
20.1%
23.4%
30%
40%

Opponent ranges
Range
КК+
JJ+, AK
TT+, AK, AQs
TT+, AQ+
88+, AQ+, AJs
88+, AJ+, KQs
77+, AJ+, KQ или
77+,AJ+, ATs, KJs+, QJs
77+,A9s+,KTs+,QJs,AJo+,KQo
66+,A8s+,KTs+,QTs+,JTs,ATo+,KQo
66+,A5s+,K9s+,QTs+,JTs,ATo+,KJo+
66+,A5s+,K9s+,QTs+,JTs,A9o+,KJo+,QJo
66+,A4s+,K9s+,Q9s+,J9s+,T9s,A9o+,KTo+,QTo+,JTo
22+,A2s+,K9s+,Q9s+,J9s+,T8s+,98s,87s,76s,65s,54s, A8o+,KTo+,QJo
22+,A2s+,K8s+,Q8s+,J8s+,T8s+,97s+,86s+,75s+,64s+,53s+,43s,32s, A6o+,KTo+,QTo+,JTo
22+,A2s+,K2s+,Q7s+,J7s+,T7s+,97s+,86s+,75s+,64s+,53s+,42s+,32s, A2o+,K8o+,Q9o+,J9o+

Pic.3-7. ProPokerPro ranges

Let`s compare 10% ProPokerPro range and 10% Equilab range. In Op1 input 10% and choose ProPokerPro
in Tree pane. Press Op1 button
. Next step is to choose Equilab in Tree pane, input 10% in Op2 and
press Op2 button
.
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Pic.3-8. ProPokerPro and Equilab ranges

The difference is subtle and you can use ranges to your taste.
Let us create the next ranges:
5% (99+,AJs+,KQs,AK)
10% (88+,ATs+,KTs+,QTs+,JTs,AJo+,KQo)
12% (66+, A9s+, KTs+, QTs+, JTs, ATo+, KQo)
14% (66+, A8s+, A5s-A2s, KTs+, QTs+, JTs, T9s, 98s, ATo+, KQo)
16% (55+, A2s+, KTs+, QTs+, J9s+, T9s, 98s, 87s, 76s, ATo+, KQo)
18% (44+, A2s+, KTs+, QTs+, J9s+, T9s, 98s, 87s, 76s, A8o+, KQo)
20% (44+, A2s+, KTs+, QTs+, J9s+, T9s, 98s, 87s, 76s, A6o+, KQo)
25% (33+, A2s+, KTs+, QTs+, J9s+, T9s, 98s, 87s, 76s, 65s, A2o+, KJo+)
30% (22+, A2s+, K9s+, Q9s+, J9s+, T9s, 98s, 87s, 76s, 65s, A2o+, KTo+, QTo+, JTo)
35% (22+, A2s+, K9s+, Q9s+, J8s+, T7s+, 97s+, 86s+, 75s+, 65s, 54s, A2o+, KTo+, QTo+, JTo, T9o, 98o,
87o)
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40% (22+, A2s+, K8s+, Q8s+, J8s+, T7s+, 97s+, 86s+, 75s+, 64s+, 54s, A2o+, K9o+, QTo+, J9o+, T8o+,
97o+, 87o, 76o)
45% (22+, A2s+, K6s+, Q7s+, J7s+, T7s+, 96s+, 85s+, 75s+, 64s+, 54s, A2o+, K8o+, Q9o+, J9o+, T8o+,
97o+, 86o+, 76o)
50% (22+, A2s+, K4s+, Q6s+, J7s+, T7s+, 96s+, 85s+, 75s+, 64s+, 54s, A2o+, K6o+, Q8o+, J8o+, T8o+,
97o+, 86o+, 76o, 65o)
This range will have name MySpectr. On the ribbon we need Mode Create (right side)

Pic.3-9. Begin creation of MySpectr

Click right mouse button by User-defined ranges in Tree pane and we see Create folder. Press it and input
“MySpectr” and then press OK button. Hide ribbon and see new range MySpectr. Hand range matrix is
opened and we choose hands from our 5% range.

Pic.3-10. 5% range for MySpectr
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Right click MySpectr and choose “Save hand range as …” There is exact percent value of 4.83 in the popup
window, now change it to 5. Repeat this action. Now you can exit. These is Range.xml file in the folder.
This is the range file. This file could be edited in any text editor. But why would you do that since all
operations could be done with CombCalc. Ranges and folders could be removed or renamed.
Run the program. The program “thinks”. It interpolates ranges. The program calculates all intermediate
ranges and ranges beyond 50%. For example, program takes 25% range and subtracts from it 20% range.
Resulting hands are ordered by their value and added into intermediate ranges from 20% to 25%.
The first hand is always AA. All hands from 5% range are order by value. Intermediate greater than 50%
ranges program calculates the next way. Then 50% range is subtracted from full hand matrix. Ranges could
be manipulated this using two sliders. In addition you can choose 20% in Tree pane. MySpectr could be
manipulated in the same manner as built-in ranges ProPokerPro and Equilab. The rightmost button
random hand or full matrix.

is

Pic.3-11. Program with range MySpectr is ready
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